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Abstract: 

This paper basically deals with the study of foundation & footing and also on short term construction. There are 

two fundamental administration destinations in the development business: change of development speed and 

decrease of materials utilized. An agent endeavour to accomplish these destinations, measured lodging 

advances has been effectively connected in many created nations. Measured lodging is a strategy by which a 

house is collected and finished on the site in view of lodging modules that are fabricated in a processing plant. 

Korea, a relative newcomer to this field, has secured plan and development innovations of a structure identical 

to a separated house, and is seeking after the innovative work of the outline and development advances so as to 

grow its points of view. This examination means to extend the extent of particular lodging exploration to 

incorporate the development of the establishment, and further to set up a work procedure for development to be 

mechanized. The work procedure set up in this exploration will be used as essential information for the 

advancement of innovations to support 'One-Day Housing' development, particularly robotization gear for 

establishment and implanted structures 
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Introduction: 

Since the 1990s, in accordance with the objectives of enhancing the speed of development and sparing normal 

assets, the measured lodging procedure has been effectively concentrated on in created nations, including 

England and Japan. A run of the mill particular lodging development prepare, both in Korea and abroad, 

comprises of 70 percent construction of the materials in a plant and 30 percent take a shot at site, which permits 

constructors to lessen the development time frame and enhance the development quality. Be that as it may, wet 

development is still utilized for establishment and footings, forcing limitations on the degree to which the 

development time frame can be decreased and the quality moved forward. This examination intends to build up 

a working procedure for the modularization of establishment and balance function as a major aspect of 

innovative work  and low-story particular lodging ("One-Day Housing" hereinafter), with a specific end goal to 

boost the effectiveness of the development procedure. The subject of this exploration, and low-story One-Day 

Housing, does not tolerate a considerable measure of load itself, furthermore does not utilize a lot of 

underground space. Hence, we built up a working procedure for the measured establishment and footings for the 

shallow establishment.  

1. INVESTIGATION OF RELATED TECHNOLOGIES 

Measured lodging has as of now been created to suit one of a kind environment, and has picked up prominence 

in various created nations, including European nations, Japan, and the US, in which the execution of secluded 

lodging has for quite some time been demonstrated. Currently, industrialized development advances have been 

connected for assorted purposes, hindrances contrasted with fortified solid structures as far as living execution, 

for example, commotion amongst floors and imperviousness to fire, which raises the need to build up an 

enhanced strategy for low-story One-Day Housing. Furthermore, the current method utilizes wet development 

for the establishment and footings, which is disadvantageous as far as enhancing the quality and decreasing the 
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development time frame, and hence there is a critical need to build up a dry development approach for the 

establishment and footings. 

2. DEFINITION AND CLASSIFICATION OF CONVENTIONAL FOUNDATION AND 

FOOTINGS  

The establishment sort can be changed relying upon the states of the ground, the size and utilization of the 

structure, and the field condition. Not at all like the profound establishment (heap establishment, dock 

establishment, caisson establishment), the shallow establishment can be one of four unique sorts: autonomous 

establishment, persistent establishment, joined establishment, cantilever establishment and tangle establishment. 

The establishment ought to fulfil different prerequisites as far as wellbeing, development and economy.  

3. DEVELOPMENT AND WORKING PROCESS OF FOUNDATION AND FOOTINGS  

The development technique for a shallow establishment can be separated into five stages: Slope open cut, Open 

Cut with Earth Retaining Wall, Ground Improvement, Artificial Ground, and Current Soil.  

In this examination, it is accepted that modules for straight and corner parts are collected to execute the 

ceaseless establishment. The working procedure for the establishment and footings can be isolated into 

establishment of the main casing and bed uncovering; setting module units by position; pipes and arrangement; 

gathering the module units; and other establishment development (counting chunk work, if important). Along 

these lines, if the establishment is modularized, the work for establishment and footings gets to be distinctly 

basic and pointless, prompting to a decrease in the development time frame  

4. FOOTING & FOUNDATION 

A firm foundation, including legitimately introduced footings of sufficient size to bolster the structure and 

anticipate inordinate settlement, is fundamental to the palatable execution of structures including raised floor 

frameworks.  

Foundation frameworks are regularly delegated shallow or profound foundations, contingent upon the 

profundity of the heap exchange part beneath the super-structure and the sort of exchange load system. The 

required foundation framework relies on upon the quality and compressibility of the site soils, the proposed 

stacking conditions, and the venture execution criteria (i.e. add up to settlement and differential settlement 

impediments).  

Foundation outlines depend on the expected bearing limit of the dirt at the building site .In development 

destinations where settlement is not an issue; shallow foundations give the most practical foundation 

frameworks. Shallow foundation development is commonly used for most private and light business raised floor 

building destinations.  

Where poor soil conditions are discovered, profound foundations might be expected to give the required bearing 

limit and to point of confinement settlement. Also, structures in waterfront high-peril zones are required to be 

raised over the base flood elevation (BFE), generally on heaps. Cases of profound foundation frameworks 

incorporate driven heaps (e.g. weight treated timber heaps, cement, or steel), bored shafts, or miniaturized scale 

heaps 

5. TYPES OF FOOTING  

Footing prerequisites are for the most part shrouded in the construction regulation and estimated as per the 

bearing limit of the dirt and the heaviness of the building. In regions subject to occasional ice, the base of the 

Footing must be put beneath the frost line to anticipate harm to the Footing and structure because of ice hurl. 

Run of the mill footing sorts incorporate. Typical footing types include: 

 Spot footings 

 Continuous spread footing 

 Grade beam footing 

6. TYPES OF FOUNDATION  

http://raisedfloorlivingpro.com/construction-process/footings-foundations/#sf
http://raisedfloorlivingpro.com/construction-process/footings-foundations/#csf
http://raisedfloorlivingpro.com/construction-process/footings-foundations/#gbf
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The two most regularly utilized foundations with raised floor frameworks are dock and-pillar and stem divider 

foundations. Despite the foundation framework utilized, the foundation and the footings must be of satisfactory 

size and quality to bolster the outline loads. 

6.1 Pier-and-Beam Foundations 

Pier foundations are regularly built of reinforced stone work (block or concrete piece) bolstered by individual, 

reinforced-concrete cushion footings or by ceaseless, reinforced-concrete spread footings. For pier-and-beam 

foundations, pier separating will likewise rely on course of action of floor confining, especially the area of 

bearing dividers and segments. Dividing of piers in the scope of 8′ to 12′ is normal practice. The openness of 

pier foundations makes regular venting of the crawlspace.  

6.2 Continuous Foundation Walls (Stem Wall Foundations) 

Continuous (stem wall) foundations are frequently constructed of reinforced masonry or poured concrete, 

supported by a continuous, reinforced-concrete spread footing. Stem wall foundations may include interior spot 

piers for support of the raised floor system. Moisture control of the crawlspace created by the stem wall 

foundation is an important issue.  

6.3 Permanent Wood Foundations 

Permanent Wood Foundations (PWFs) are fully engineered systems accepted by all the major building codes, as 

well as by federal agencies and lending, home warranty, and fire insurance institutions. Stem wall foundations 

constructed in accordance with the system are an increasingly popular option for houses and other wood-frame 

buildings. Foundation walls are typically load-bearing, lumber-framed walls sheathed with structural plywood 

panels. All lumber and plywood components in a PWF are pressure treated with a relatively high concentration 

of a waterborne preservative to withstand decay from moisture and insect damage. 

 6.4 Pile Foundations 

Where poor soil conditions are observed, foundations may should be built on additive treated timber                                                     

piles topped with wood or concrete ledges. In such structures, support might be given by the end-bearing limits               

of the piles or by contact between the pile and soil. In pile-supported structures where the building support                        

depends upon grating between the pile and soil, two imperative soil parameters must be known or decided 

a) Angle of internal friction (for cohesion less soils) 

b) Cohesion value in pounds per square foot (for cohesive soils) 

Pile foundations are also used in coastal areas where the foundation may be subject to inundation and possible 

wave action.  

CONCLUSION  

Particular lodging has been effectively looked into in various created nations, including the European countries; 

where it has as of now get to be distinctly famous by appropriately adjusting to different environment. Korea, a 

relative newcomer, has secured ability in the suitable plan and development systems for a structure practically 

identical to a solitary family house in size; however there are still limitations in the degree to which the 

development time frame can be lessened because of the utilization of traditional wet development for the 

establishment and footings. This exploration built up a working procedure for the modularization of 

establishment and footings, to give a total dry development strategy for low-story One-Day Housing. To do this, 

the shallow establishment is grouped, and development techniques are investigated to build up the working 

procedure 
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